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Abstract
Background and Objective: Pricing in cloud computing environments assumes the same type of users and this constrains the
performance and utilization of computing systems since requests are processed upon arrival even if they are delay-tolerant. The objective
of this study was to model a pricing scheme in which cloud users who are not willing to tolerate any delay in the completion of their
requests are charged using a standard pricing model in the cloud market and those cloud users who are willing to tolerate delay are
charged lower prices at the expense of delaying packet completion time. Materials and Methods: To overcome the above challenge,
this study proposed a pricing scheme that charges different prices for different users depending on the time sensitivity of the request.
The proposed pricing scheme is modeled using a multiserver system which is treated as an M/Mi/m queueing system, where M stands
for Markovian and represents arrivals that follow a Poisson distribution; Mi stands for Markovian service time that follows an exponential
distribution with multiservers, m represents the number of servers. The performance of the differentiated pricing scheme was compared
to the pricing scheme with no differentiation using MATLAB. Results: Numerical results show that the derived models can provide price
differentiation resulting into delay tolerant packets paying less while the delay sensitive packets result in paying more. The price
differentiation was more pronounced at high load and high arrival rate values. It was further observed that increase in load and arrival
rate increased revenue. For low load and low arrival rate values price differentiation had little effect on revenue. Additionally, it is observed
that the more the servers, the more the revenue generated. Conclusion: It was concluded that the proposed scheme provided
differentiated pricing in which real time packets result in paying more with less delay and non real time packets result in paying less at
the expense of delaying its packets.
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Yeoa et al.17 described the difference between fixed

INTRODUCTION

and variable prices. Fixed prices were easier to understand
Cloud computing is emerging as a vital practice for the

and more straightforward for users. However, fixed pricing

online provisioning of computing resources as services and

could not be fair to all users because not all users had the

enables scalable on-demand sharing of resources and costs

same needs. Their study proposed charging variable prices
with advanced reservation. Charging variable pricing with

1

among a large number of end users .
Cloud computing is defined as a large-scale distributed

advanced reservation would let users know the exact

computing paradigm that is driven by economies of scale, in

expenses that are computed at the time of reservation even

which a pool of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable,

though they were based on variable prices. The advantage of

managed computing power, storage, platforms and services

advanced reservations is that users can not only know the

are delivered on demand to external customers over the

prices of their required resources in the future but are also

Internet2-4.

able to guarantee access to future resources to better plan
and manage their operations.

Pricing is a critical factor for organizations offering cloud
services or products5. Pricing is the process of determining

Mihailescu and Teo18 introduced a dynamic pricing

what a service provider will receive from an end user in

scheme for federated clouds, in which resources are shared

exchange for their services. Cloud computing success can be

among many cloud service providers. The authors carried out

obtained only by developing adequate pricing techniques .

simulations to determine the efficiency of this approach by

An agreement between a customer and a provider to receive

comparing it to a fixed pricing scheme. They found that

a particular service provision is presented in a Service Level

dynamic pricing achieved better average performance with

6

Agreement (SLA) . The SLAs contain Quality of Service (QoS)

increasing buyer welfare and numbers of successful requests.

parameters that must be maintained by a provider (e.g.,

However, fixed pricing achieved better scalability in the case

response time, bandwidth, storage, reliability, deadline,

of high demand in the market.

7

Cao

throughput, delay and cost)8.

et

al.9

proposed

an

optimal

multiserver

Studies on pricing in cloud computing environments

configuration for a cloud computing environment. The

assume cloud servers are homogeneous i.e., they have the

pricing mechanism proposed is biased towards the service

. Homogeneous cloud computing

provider and aims to increase the service providerʼs

servers consist of same storage capacity, processing power,

revenues14. In addition all servers are assumed to be

energy supply and same service rate. However, cloud server

homogeneous which does not depict realistic cloud

systems consist of heterogeneous servers with different

deployment scenarios.

same characteristics

9-11

service rates and storage capacities . Heterogeneous

In an effort to maximize revenue, Feng et al.11 scheduled

Computing refers to those systems that make use of different

the cloud resources among different service instances

types of computational units. The computational unit can be

adaptively based on the dynamically collected information.

a general-purpose processor, a special-purpose processor or

The authors proposed two customer-oriented pricing

a co-processor13.

mechanisms; Mean Response Time (MRT) and Instant

12

The performance and utilization of cloud computing

Response Time (IRT), in which the customers are charged

systems are heavily constrained by the characteristics of jobs

according to achieved service performance in terms of

being served (e.g., their sensitivity to latency) . For example,

mean response time. The optimal number of servers required

in the current pricing design of Google, users may prefer to

to maximize profit was obtained. However, the multi-server

immediately process their jobs upon arrival and are not willing

system was assumed to be homogeneous.

14

to tolerate any latency. This may result in reduced revenue for

To accurately model practical deployment scenarios

the cloud service provider since fewer requests are produced

of cloud servers, Nansamba et al.19 proposed a pricing

as a result of poor ordering of requests.

model for heterogeneous cloud computing servers based
on response time and slowdown. The authors observed

Pricing is considered a critical factor for organizations
15

offering services or products . The price determined for a

that heterogeneous multiserver system generated more

service or product must consider the manufacturing costs,

revenue than homogeneous multiserver system. However,

maintenance costs, market competition and how the

this study assumed that customers have the same

customer values the service or product offered16.

type of application and
14

therefore

served

using FIFO
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policy. The assumption of same type of application heavily

Where:

constraints the performance and utilization of computing

m 1
i
Po1   
k
i
i0  
µ
 k 1  j 1 j

systems since requests are processed upon arrival even if they



are delay-tolerant.
In practice, both latency-critical and delay-tolerant





m
  
  1    m m 
 
j 1
j 


(4)

requests coexist in the cloud14. Theoretical and experimental
Although the model considers practical deployment

results showed that latency-sensitive requests induce a low

scenarios of cloud servers, the users are assumed to have the

resource utilization of cloud resources of between20 6 and

same type of application and therefore served using FIFO

12%. Conversely, delay-tolerant requests tend to lead to a

policy. The assumption of same type of users heavily

much higher utilization20-22. In cloud computing, differentiated

constrains the performance and utilization of computing

service is used to give different services to different classes of

systems since requests are processed up on arrival even if they

customers. The need for the different pricing mechanisms to

are delay-tolerant.

efficiently satisfy expectation of each class of customers in

This study used analytical methodology to evaluate the

heterogeneous cloud computing environment is the recipe

performance of the pricing models. Analytical methodology is

behind this study.

a generic process combining the power of the Scientific
Method with the use of formal process to solve any type of

MATERIALS AND METHODS

problem. An analytical model therefore is a set of
computational algorithms or formulae used to analyze

Nansamba et al.19 proposed a pricing scheme for

systems. Analytical models provided faster and more

heterogeneous multiserver system and modeled it using

computationally efficient methods of obtaining performance

the M/Mi/m queue system. In this case the first M denotes

measures.

Markovian and represents Poisson arrivals into systems, Mi

In particular, a multiserver heterogeneous queueing
system in which the arrivals follow a Poisson process with
mean arrival rate λ and exponentially distributed inter arrival
times is considered. Poisson arrival rates are assumed since
the requests into the servers are random and memoryless.
Memoryless due to the fact that the arrival of the next request
does not depend on the arrival of the past requests. The
multiserver system maintains a queue with an infinite
capacity. The multiserver system is treated as an M/Mi/m
queueing system. The M/Mi/m queue model is used to
derive the mean revenue brought by a service provision.
There are m servers (i.e., blades/processors/cores) with
different service rates (measured by the number of packets
that can be executed per unit time) m, (i = 1, 2..., m) for each
of the m servers and the service times at each server follows
exponential distribution. Each request requires exactly one
server and delay sensitive tasks are served before delay
tolerant tasks.
The study considered a cloud service provider where
userʼs requests are served by using a heterogeneous
multiserver system which is constructed and maintained by an
infrastructure vendor and rented by the service provider.
Customers submit service requests to a service provider and
the service provider serves the requests by using the
multiserver system. The servers are grouped into clusters
depending on their speeds and each server can only join one

represents the service rates for servers i = 1, 2..., m. The
service rates are exponentially distributed and variable
and depends on the state i in which the system is. The
allocation policy in the system is FIFO. The mean revenue G
brought by a service provision in terms of mean response time
is derived as19:
 P  m m .(m1) 1 
. 
G  a  om m
   j 1 m j  1   2  



(1)

where, a is the service charge per unit amount of service and
Po is as given in Eq. 2:
m
 m1  m  j
 m  
Po   

 j  0 j!
m!1    


1

(2)

In the same vein, the mean revenue G brought by a
service provision in terms of mean slowdown is derived
as19:
 Po (m m )m.(m1) . 1 
 m

( m )(1  )2  
G  a  j 1 j


1


µ



(3)
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cluster. Every service instance is mapped to a server cluster
and each cluster is virtualized as a single machine. In this
model, requests arrive randomly into the system. Requests
are classified into delay sensitive class and delay tolerant
class and queued in their corresponding queues (Q1 and Q2).
Delay sensitive requests are assigned the servers and served
before the delay tolerant requests. The response time for
each priority class is determined and it is upon which the price
is charged. The charging model is given as follows: If the
response time r to process a service request is less than
T then the customer will pay an amount ar, where a is
the service charge per unit amount of service and T is the
benchmark response time in the service level agreement.
On the other hand, if the response time r to process
a service request is longer than T then the customer will
pay an amount ar(1-d), where d indicates the degree of
penalty incurred by the service provider for delaying the
service. This was shown by the flow chart in Fig. 1 and
the pricing scheme is represented in Eq. 5:
rT
 ar
Cost  
ar
(1

d)
r
T


than m requests, in which µi is a variable and when
there are m or more requests in the system, in which
case µi is a constant.
Basing on the pricing model proposed by
Nansamba et al.19, the mean revenue G brought by a
service provision in terms of mean response time is given
as in Eq. 1 and Po is as given in Eq. 2.
Derivation of revenue for delay sensitive packets under
heterogeneous multiserver system in terms of mean
slowdown: In this section, the expression for revenue in
terms of mean slowdown is derived. Using the expression
for the average request response time given in
Nansamba et al.19 and the definition of mean slowdown
being the ratio of average task response time to the size
of the request, the expression for mean slowdown can be
T

given as: , where, T is the average task response time,
x
x is the size of the request. x can also be expressed as
1
the reciprocal of average service rate,
. Therefore
µ
mean slowdown is given as:

(5)
Po (m m ) m.(m1) . 1
(m m )(1  )2 
S  j 1 j
1
µ

Derivation of revenue for delay sensitive packets under
heterogeneous multiserver system in terms of mean
response time: Assume the heterogeneous multiserver

Basing on pricing model in Nansamba et al.19, the
mean revenue G in terms of mean slowdown brought by
a service provision for a delay sensitive packet is given as
in Eq. 3 and Po is as given in Eq. 4.

system consists of servers with different capabilities in terms
of general-purpose processor, special-purpose processor or
a co-processor. The heterogeneous multiserver system can
be modeled using the M/Mi/m queue system. The delay
sensitive packet experiences the following delays:
C
C

Derivation of revenue for delay tolerant packets under
heterogeneous multiserver system in terms of mean

Delay due to sensitive packets found in the queue
Delay due to packets found in service (residual service
time)

response time: In this study, models for the revenue
generated for delay tolerant packets are derived. Assuming
a tagged delay tolerant packet in the queue. This packet
will be delayed by:

The service rate can be defined as shown in Eq. 6:
0
µ
 1
µ1  µ2

µi  .
.

.

µ1  µ2  ...  µm

(7)

C
C

i0
i 1
i2

C

(6)

C
im

Mean residual time of the packets found in service
Mean waiting time of delay sensitive packets found in the
queue
Mean waiting time of delay tolerant packets found in the
queue
Mean waiting time of subsequent arrivals of delay the
tagged is waiting in the queue for service

The expression for the mean response time for the delay
tolerant packets can be derived as:

In this case, µ1>µ2>..., µm. Equation 6 can be
formulated in two ways when the system contains less
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Requests arrive
randomly into system

Are requests delay
sensitive?

Place requests to queue Q1
and give service

Place requests to queue Q2
and give service when
server is vacant

Is response time less or equal to T?.
No

Yes

Charge an amount,

Charge an amount,

Cost = ar.

Cost = ar (1-d)

Stop

Fig. 1: Flow chart of the system model
From Eq. 1, WS can be expressed as:

1 S 1 T 1 S T
N  N  W
µ
µ
µ
1 S 1 T 1 S T
R N  N   W
µ
µ
µ
1 S S 1 T T 1 S T
R  W   N   W
µ
µ
µ

WT  R 

WS 


m 1
i
Po1   
k
i
i0  
µ
 k 1  j 1 j

Where:
WT = Average waiting time of delay tolerant packets
WS = Average waiting time of delay sensitive packets
NS = Average number of delay sensitive packets in the
queue
T
N = Average number of delay tolerant packets in the
queue
R = Mean residual service time
ρS = Load due to delay sensitive packets
ρT = Load due to delay tolerant packets
λS = Arrival rate of delay sensitive packets
λT = Arrival rate of delay tolerant packets
S

WT







m
  
  1    m m 
 
j 1
j 


(10)

Substituting WS from Eq. 9 in Eq. 8, the mean response
time for delay tolerant packets can be expressed as:
m (m 1)

S Po (m m ) .
. 1 )) 
 (R   ( m
2
(
m
)(1
)



 
j 1
j
WT  


(1  S  T )





(11)

Basing on the pricing model proposed in Eq. 5, the mean
revenue in terms of mean response time G brought by a
service provision for delay tolerant packets is:

S

1  S  T

(9)

Where:

 R  S WS  T W T  S W T

R   W 


Po (m m ) m.(m1) . 1
(mj 1 m j )(1  )2 

(8)
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S Po (m m ) .
. 1 )) 
 (1  d)(R   ( m
( j 1 m j )(1  )2  

G


(1  S  T )





in conformity with those used in literature9,19. The number
of servers has been fixed to 5 with servers of capacities
µ1 = 1, µ2 = 2, µ3 = 3, µ4 = 4, µ5 = 5. The total service rate for
5 heterogeneous servers is 15 packets/second (1+2+3+4+5).
The arrival rate of delay sensitive packets is varied from
0-7 packets secG1 to ensure that the load due to delay
sensitive packets is 0.5 with service rate of 15 packets secG1.
The total load in the system is 0.95 which represents a highly
utilized system. The load due to delay sensitive packets is
varied from 0-0.45 to bring the maximum load to 0.95 when
combined with load due to delay tolerant packets. The price
constant for service instance, a is set at 10 cents. The
monetary unit”cent” in this study may not be identical but
should be linearly proportional to the real cent in US dollars9.

(12)

where, " is the service charge per unit amount of service
and Po is as given in Eq. 10.
Derivation of revenue for delay tolerant packets under
heterogeneous multiserver system in terms of mean
slowdown: The expression for delay tolerant packets under
heterogeneous multiserver system in terms of mean
slowdown is derived. Using the expression for the average
waiting time given in Nansamba et al.19 and the definition
of mean slowdown being the ratio of average task
response time to the size of the request, the expression

Comparison of revenue for delay sensitive and delay
tolerant packets in terms of load and arrival rate: In this

T

for mean slowdown can be given as: , where, x is the size
x
of the request. The x can also be expressed as the
1
reciprocal of average service rate,
. Therefore mean
µ
slowdown is given as:
S

WT
1
µ

section the variation of revenue with load and arrival rate
for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets in terms of
response time are investigated. In doing this the effect on
revenue of increasing load and arrival rate are investigated.

(13)

Variation of revenue with load: The effect of increasing
load of delay sensitive packets on revenue for delay
sensitive and delay tolerant packets are investigated. In
doing this, Eq. 1 and 12 are used to plot the graph of revenue
as a function of load due to delay sensitive packets as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this case the heterogeneous multiserver system

Using Eq. 13, the expression for the mean slowdown
for the delay sensitive packet can be expressed as:

(R  S (
S

Po (m m )m.(m1) . 1
))
(mj 1 m j )(1  ) 2 

(14)

has five servers with service rates of 1 request secG1,

µ(1  S  T )

2 requests secG1, 3 requests secG1,

5 requests secG1. It is observed that revenue increases

Basing on pricing model proposed in Eq. 5, the mean
revenue in terms of mean slowdown G brought by a
service provision for delay tolerant packets is:

with increase in load for both delay sensitive and delay
tolerant packets. It is further observed that delay sensitive
packets


S Po (m m ) .
. 1 )) 
 (1  d)(R   ( m
2



 
(
m
)(1
)
j
1
j

G


µ(1  S  T )




m

4 requests secG1,

generate more revenue than delay tolerant

packets for higher values of load due to delay sensitive

(m 1)

packets. For low load due to delay sensitive packets the
(15)

revenue generated for delay sensitive and delay tolerant
packets are almost the same.
Variation of revenue with arrival rate: The effect of

where, a is the service charge per unit amount of service
and Po is as given in Eq. 10.

increasing arrival rate on revenue for delay sensitive and
delay tolerant packets for heterogeneous multiserver

RESULTS

systems in terms of mean response time is investigated.
Figure 3 showed a graph of revenue as a function of
arrival rate of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean

For numerical evaluation, the following hypothetical
data was considered but there is conformity with the
standard results available in literature. The parameters are

response time. In doing this, Eq. 1 and 12 are used to plot
the graph of revenue as a function of arrival rate. It is

18
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Delay sensitive packets
Delay tolerant packets

40

Revenue ($)

8

6

4

2

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15
0.2
0.25
0.30
Load due to delay sensitive packets (1)

0.35

0.40

0.45

Fig. 2: Revenue vs. load of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean response time
20

Delay sensitive packets
Delay tolerant packets

Revenue ($)

15

10

5

0
0

1

2

3
4
Arrival rate of delay sensitive packets (S)

5

6

7

Fig. 3: Variation of revenue with arrival rate of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean response time
load and arrival rate for different numbers of servers is
investigated. In doing this, it investigated the effect of
number of servers on revenue for delay sensitive and delay
tolerant packets.

observed that revenue generally increases with increase in
arrival rate for all considered types of packets. It is further
observed that for low arrival rate values, the revenue
generated for both delay sensitive and delay tolerant are the
same, however as the arrival rate increases, delay sensitive
packets generate more revenue than delay tolerant packets.
The difference in revenue is more pronounced at higher
arrival rate values. Therefore, service differentiation is more
effective at higher arrival rate values of delay sensitive
packets.

Variation of revenue with load for varying number of
servers in terms of mean response time: The effect of
increasing number of servers on revenue for a heterogeneous
multiserver system in terms of mean response time is
investigated.
Figure 4 showed a graph of revenue as a function of
load of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean response
time with varying number of servers. In doing this,

Comparison of revenue with load and arrival rate for
different number of servers: The variation of revenue with
19
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(a)
Delay sensitive packets
Delay tolerant packets
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(b)

8
40
6
Revenue ($)

Revenue ($)

8

6

4

4
2
2
0

0
0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Load due to delay sensitive packets (S)

0.4

0

0.1

0.2
0.3
Load due to delay sensitive packets (S)

0.4

Fig. 4(a-b): Variation of revenue with load of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean response time with varying number of
servers, (a) Revenue for 5 servers and (b) Revenue for 4 servers
generally increases with increase in arrival rate for both

Eq. 1 and 12 are used to plot the graph of revenue as a
function of load. It is observed that revenue generally
increases with increase in load for both considered number
of servers. It is also observed that for low load values the
revenue generated is almost the same for both delay
sensitive and delay tolerant packets, however as the load
increases the revenue generated is higher. It is also observed
that for any considered load values, higher numbers of servers
generate more revenue than lower number of servers as
indicated in Fig. 4a, b. This observation implied that deploying
higher number of servers is more effective at higher load
values.

considered number of servers. It is further observed that for
low arrival rate values the revenue generated is almost the
same for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets; however
as the arrival rate increases the revenue generated is higher
for delay sensitive packets than for delay tolerant packets. It
is also observed that higher number of servers generate more
revenue than lower number of servers for the same arrival rate
values as indicated in Fig. 5a, b. This observation implies that
deploying higher number of servers is more effective at higher
arrival rate values.
Comparison of revenue with load and arrival rate in terms

Variation of revenue with arrival rate for varying number of

of mean slowdown: The variation of revenue with load and

servers in terms of mean response time: The effect of

arrival rate for in terms of mean slowdown is investigated.

increasing arrival rate for varying number of servers on
revenue in terms of mean response time is investigated.
Figure 5 showed a graph of revenue as a function of
arrival rate of delay sensitive packets with varying number
of servers. In this case the revenue generated is determined
for a heterogeneous multiserver system with five servers
(with service rates of 1 request secG1, 2 requests secG1,
3 requests secG1, 4 requests secG1 and 5 requests secG1)
and a heterogeneous multiserver system with four servers
(with service rates of 1 request secG1, 2 requests secG1,
3 requests secG1 and 4 requests secG1). In doing this,
Eq. 1 and 12 are used to plot the graph of revenue as a
function of arrival rate. It is observed that revenue

In doing this, the effect of arrival rate and load on
revenue for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets are
investigated.
Variation of revenue with load in terms of mean
slowdown: The effect of increasing load on revenue for delay
sensitive and delay tolerant packets in terms of mean
slowdown is investigated.
Figure 6 showed the graph of revenue as a function of
load due to delay sensitive packets for heterogeneous
multiserver system in terms of mean slowdown. In doing this,
Eq. 3 and 15 were used to plot the graph of revenue as a
20
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(a)

(b)

Delay sensitive packets
Delay tolerant packets
8
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Revenue ($)

Revenue ($)

6
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4

5
2

0

0
0

2
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6
Arrival rate of delay sensitive packets (S)

0

1
2
3
4
Arrival rate of delay sensitive packets (S)

5

Fig. 5(a-b): Variation of revenue with arrival rate of delay sensitive packets for varying number of servers in terms of mean
response time, (a) Revenue for 5 servers and (b) Revenue for 4 servers
200

Delay sensitive packets
Delay tolerant packets
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Load due to delay sensitive packets (1)

0.35
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Fig. 6: Variation of revenue with load of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean slowdown
function of load. It is observed that revenue generally

Variation of revenue with arrival rate in terms of mean

increases with increase in load for both considered types of

slowdown: The effect of increasing arrival rate on revenue

packets. It is further observed that for low load values the

for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets in terms of mean
slowdown is investigated.
Figure 7 showed a graph of revenue as a function of
arrival rate for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets in
terms of mean slowdown. Equation 3 and 15 were used to
plot the graph of revenue as a function of arrival rate. It is
observed that revenue generally increases with increase in

revenue generated is almost the same for delay sensitive and
delay tolerant packets, however as the load increases the
revenue generated is higher for delay sensitive packets
compared to delay tolerant packets. The difference in revenue
between delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets is more
pronounced at higher values of load.

21
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Fig. 7: Variation of revenue with arrival rate of delay sensitive packets in terms of mean slowdown
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Load due to delay sensitive packets (S)
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Load due to delay sensitive packets (S)
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Fig. 8(a-b): Variation of revenue with load of delay sensitive packets with varying number of servers in terms of mean slowdown,
(a) Revenue for 5 servers, (b) Revenue for 4 servers
is investigated. In particular, the effect of increasing number
of servers on revenue for delay sensitive and delay tolerant
packets in terms of mean slowdown is investigated.
Figure 8 showed a graph of revenue as a function of
load of delay sensitive packets with varying number of
servers in terms of mean slowdown. Equation 3 and 15 are
used to plot the graph of revenue as a function of load. It is
observed that revenue generally increases with increase in
load for both considered number of servers. It is further
observed that for low load values the revenue generated is
almost the same for both delay sensitive and delay tolerant
packets, however as the load increases the revenue generated

arrival rate for both delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets.
It is further observed that for low arrival rate values the
revenue generated is almost the same for delay sensitive and
delay tolerant packets, however as the arrival rate increases
the revenue generated is higher for delay sensitive packets as
compared to revenue generated for delay tolerant packets.
The effectiveness of deploying service differentiation and price
differentiation is observed at higher arrival rate values.
Variation of revenue with load for varying number of
servers in terms of mean slowdown: The effect of
variation of load on revenue for varying numbers of servers
22
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Fig. 9(a-b): Variation of revenue with arrival rate of delay sensitive packets with varying number of servers in terms of mean
slowdown, (a) Revenue for 5 servers, (b) Revenue for 4 servers
is higher for delay sensitive packets as compared to delay
tolerant packets. The revenue generated for higher number of
servers is more than the revenue generated for lower number
of servers as shown in Fig. 8a, b. This observation implies that
higher number of servers generates more revenue at higher
load values.

values as shown in Fig. 9a, b. This observation implies that
deploying higher number of servers is more effective at
higher arrival rate values.
DISCUSSIONS
Previous studies on pricing mechanisms assumed the
same type of users and this constrains the performance
and utilization of computing systems since requests are
processed upon arrival even if they are delay-tolerant9-11. In
practice, both latency-critical and delay-tolerant jobs coexist
in the cloud10. Pricing is a critical factor for organizations
offering cloud computing services because prices determine
customerʼs behaviour and loyalty. The current pricing scheme
proposed by Nansamba et al.19 restricted the choice of cloud
users who may want to pay less but are comfortable with
incurring extra delay for their packets.
This study proposed a charging model in which cloud
users who are not willing to tolerate any delay in the
completion of their requests are charged using a standard
pricing model in the cloud market and those cloud
users who are willing to tolerate delay are charged lower
prices at the expense of delaying the completion time of
packets.
Numerical results showed that the derived models can
provide price differentiation with delay tolerant packets
resulting in paying less while the delay sensitive packets result
in paying more.

Variation of revenue with arrival rate for varying number
of servers in terms of mean slowdown: The effect of
variation of arrival rate on revenue for varying numbers
of servers is investigated. In particular, the effect of
increasing number of servers on revenue for delay sensitive
and delay tolerant packets in terms of mean slowdown is
investigated.
Figure 9 showed a graph of revenue as a function
of arrival rate for delay sensitive and delay tolerant
packets in terms of mean slowdown. Equation 3 and 15
are used to plot the graph of revenue as a function of
arrival rate. It is observed that revenue generally increases
with increase in arrival rate for both delay sensitive and
delay tolerant packets. It is further observed that for low
arrival rate values the revenue generated is almost the
same for delay sensitive and delay tolerant packets,
however as the arrival rate increases the revenue generated
is higher for delay sensitive packets as compared to
revenue generated from delay tolerant packets. It is also
observed that higher number of servers generate more
revenue than lower number of servers at higher arrival rate
23
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It is further observed that increase in load and arrival rate
lead to increase in revenue. When load or arrival rate increases,
the number of packets also increase leading to more packets
being processed and hence increase in revenue. However,
for low load and low arrival rate values price differentiation
has little effect on revenue. Additionally when more servers
are used, more revenue is generated as a result of increase in
service rate.
The results further showed that the proposed pricing
scheme provides differentiated pricing for real time and non
real time which outperforms the pricing scheme proposed
by Nansamba et al.19, it also outperforms the distributed
pricing scheme proposed by Wang et al.23, the service
provider oriented scheme proposed by Cao et al.9 and
customer oriented pricing scheme proposed by Feng et al.11
that all provide the same service for all considered types
of traffic. Providing differentiated pricing ensures that
different types of traffic are given different pricing levels.
This study considered two classes of traffic, that is, real time
and non-real time. In the future the study can be extended to
scenarios with more than two classes of traffic.
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